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Yo Noun it's the 21st century

And you know that I can barely Verb

My skin's gettin' all Adjective

Cuz you so damn Adjective

You know I like to fill my cup until it's Verb

And I do not like to let it up until my skills be Verb

And I cannot help but rip it up when other peeps be Verb

Cuz my skill is just too big to keep the good people from Verb

I'm derivin' your tangents and fillin' with Noun

With ultimate vengeance I'm writin' my Noun

This set make me reconsider my Noun

Maybe I'll just go work in Noun

My crew be runnin circles 'round you Noun ,

Usain Bolt vs. you, on some crutches with loose Noun .

Ya'll like Blues Clues searchin for your dignity Noun ,

your



lyrics are wack, not enough paper to make a Noun .

So you askin us to jump up on your Noun ,

after a quicky like we Nicky because we beez in that Noun .

But like a bee I'll sting your lady with my venomous Noun

and double back to grab some cash and put the team on my Noun .

But can't forget the Noun ,

blow enough trees to float a Noun ,

guess that means we get high even when we're underseas,

but we're over seeds smoke the finest weed,

sippin' tea and blow the sour D like we Wiz Khali--fa, pass the peace pipe please I'm the chief--a,

I got all the pieces to the puzzle so it's puff puff pass the Dutchy all around the Noun ,

rather be living in a green world than live inside a Noun .

We Verb bottles up,

Hitting Noun up,

With



the Noun up,

No Adjective Noun but my chain is bigger than a tod-du-ler.

Plus it's Adverb Adjective so all the labels wanna sign me bruh,

People saying I got so much Noun , look like I'm Hannukah,

Yeah I see you Verb ,

wish you had the Noun I'm Verb ,

wish you didn't worry so much--no Bobby McFerrin,

But it takes a lot to get to where I am:

Ya'll just actin' jelly cause I got you in a jam...

DAMN!
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